HEAL YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Work less & earn more in 8 weeks... even if you're completely chaotic,
disorganized, and suck at time management.

An 8 Week Integrative Course Just for Real Estate Agents
Heal Your Productivity™ is the newest course from Master Agent Life and Angela
Kristen Taylor. Designed specifically for real estate agents, this course helps agents
clear "The Clutter Cycle" in their lives, enabling them to move past the emotional blocks
that prevent them from being successful in their business and teaches them how to
create a referral-based business through tribe building and relationship marketing.

Learn More at www.MasterAgentLife.com
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Week 1: Conquering Overwhelm
Learn how to make self-care a priority, reduce
stress, set boundaries, and create routines so you
can create the balance required to eliminate chaos.

Week 5: The Purge
Remove all the unnecessary physical clutter in
your life and home so you can become
completely organized.

Week 2: Your Ideal Client
Identify your ideal client, understand who they are,
what their problems are- the things that keep them
up at night, and how you can deliver their ultimate
solution.

Week 6: Building Your Tribe
Learn how to best utilize virtual, social, and
community avenues to create a following of
ideal clients ready to work with you and refer
you.

Week 3: Money Managed
Get your finances under control, eliminate
unnecessary expenditures, design your ideal
lifestyle, create a budget that makes sense, and
build a plan to reduce debt.

Week 7: Heal Your Past
Deep dive into healing past traumas, hurts, and
pains, doing the internal work required to clear
your past so you can confidently move forward
without the need for chaos.

Week 4: Your Unique Message
Craft the story that attracts your ideal client and
shows them you are the expert they can trust to
truly help them with their specific problem.

Week 8: Growth
Tie together everything you've learned and
create your plan and routines for business and
personal growth.

